Issue no. 1850, May 22, 2015.
Today almost 25 o
and it seems to be a
perfect summerday.
Haven't listened to
SW for a long time
but yesterday I took
a short check for
some stations in the
90 and 60 mb. Only
a few interesting
signals there.
So nowadays most
of my DX-time is
spent on MW.
One interesting
station was heard
here on May 8. R
Festival in Chile on
1270 kHz.
Down here in the
south of Sweden
Chile is very seldom heard so it was
a nice surprise. My
report was verified
very fast.
Yesterday I was
listening to 6070 R
Nord Revival. One
interesting part was
about the first Danish pirate station R
Mercur which started in 1958 on international water in
Öresund just between Copenhagen
and Landskrona.
Some of the air time
also aimed for south
Sweden.
The ship was sold
to R Syd in 1962.
Keep on ….
=============
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QSL, kommentarer, mm.
Arnstein Bue in memoriam: I nummer 1847 kunde vi läsa att ABU bad att få dra sig ur
SWB då han i princip slutat med KV-lyssning. Vad som inte framgick då var att Arnstein led av en svår, obotlig hjärntumör som gjort honom allt svagare. Han dog i hemmet
den 9 maj endast 52 år gammal. Vi beklagar på det djupaste sorgen och våra tankar går
till hans familj.
Vi återger Odd-Jörgen Sagdahls och Bjarne Mjeldes rader ifrån NORDX och DXListerners' Club:
Kjære DX-venner!
Arnstein forlot oss mandag 9. mai 2016 hjemme på Stokkanhaugen i Trondheim med
sine nærmeste rundt seg. I slutten av mai 2015 ble det oppdaget at han hadde en hjernesvulst av verste sort. Han ble operert og fikk 8 gode måneder før det ble påvist spredning og han ble gradvis svakere. Han ble ganske mye dårligere mot slutten, men fikk
være hjemme de to siste ukene med fabelaktig stell og støtte fra Hjemmesykepleien og St.
Olavs Hospital.
På slutten av 70-tallet dukket DX-LA-1049 opp som en ny stjerne på DX-himmelen. Høy
aktivitet, kapasitet og evne gjorde at han snart utmerket seg på flere områder, spesielt
som LA-DXer på kortbølgen i starten. Arnstein var også ivrig stasjonsjeger og landjeger, og lå høyt oppe på alle ranker, både i Norge og Norden. I tillegg til å være aktiv
bidragsyter til en rekke blad og publikasjoner var han også redaktør av flere spalter og
ranker i DX-News gjennom årene.
Rolf Torviks DX-paradis på Kalvøya på Smøla fikk en betydelig rolle på 90-tallet, og
gjorde at interessen for mellombølge-DX tok skikkelig fatt. I begynnelsen var det LA-DX
det gikk i der også, men etter hvert dreide interessen nordover mot NA i tillegg. Det ble
mange gode turer til Kalvøya gjennom årene, og en del spektakulære fangster.
Arnsteins fascinasjon for NA-DX førte ham også nordover i landet mange ganger. Han
var en aktiv deltaker i arbeidet med å etablere Bjarne Mjeldes lyttepost i Kongsfjord
som et fast ekspedisjons-QTH, helt fra den første turen med ganske primitivt utstyr noen
iskalde januardager i 1997. 20 turer fikk han til Kongsfjord, den siste turen var i oktober
2015 mens han var syk. Da fikk også kona Heidi mulighet til å oppleve fantastiske
Finnmark sammen med ham. De få gangene Arnstein ikke kunne reise var han savnet –
som diskusjonspartner når vi løste verdensproblemene, som humørspreder og som en
meget dyktig DX-er. Og han kunne virkelig steke indrefilét!
For oss som fikk stå ham nær er det medmennesket, diskusjonene, gledessprederen og
latteren vi kommer til å savne aller mest. Den beste attest et menneske kan få, er at han
har satt varige spor. Arnstein satte varige spor i oss. Vi vil minnes ham med savn, men
også med glede over å ha fått være med på reisen hans gjennom livet.

R e d a k t i o n:

Hvil i fred, Arnstein!

Thomas Nilsson

Bjarne Mjelde, Odd-Jørgen Sagdahl på vegne av DX-venner.

E-mail:
thomas.nilsson@ektv.nu

Lars Skoglund: Radio Sala via Radio Revival, Sala 6060 svarade med trevligt kort.
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John Ekwall: Tog med mig R75an ut till Karön igår för lite test. Kl 1900 UTC gick bara 3255 (Meyerton väl) tyst i
övrigt. I morse vaknade jag lite sent (strax före 03 UTC) och då var det inte så mycket som gick - de vanligaste på 60
mb (inte många alltså). Fastnade på 1350 spansktalande med Palabra (som jag brukar skriva när det är lite rlg 0245).
Signalen blev allt svagare så inget ID.
På morgonen kunde jag dock höra en gräshoppssångare, så den räddade dagen. Solig förmiddag men vid middagstid
rullade dimman in men den börja nu lätta.
Kunde inte somna så lite koll på KV. Fladdriga signaler överlag även på brassarna. Fin fullmåne gav fina glitter på
havet.
Robert Wilkner: Mosquito Coast DX News ~ 21 May 2016. Last fortnight with very poor conditions, scattered
thunderstorms and increasing heat and humidity. A bit of work on the antennas.
Dan Olsson: Nyss hem kommen efter en resa på det underbara Österlen med besök på matmarknaden i Brösarp är det
dags att skriva ner lite vad jag fått och hört de senaste två veckorna.
QSL: 6090 R Amahara e-brev, 6262 R Desperado e-brev och kort, 6970 Italian BC nytt kort och 15770 Nothrtn
Ireland R med kort (svarade postledes på en e-brevs rapport).
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VL8T, Tennant Creek, NT. music, best in USB. // 4835. 2485 not heard. (AP-DNK)
R. Mosoj Chaski, Cochabamba, quíchua, texto, música. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Radio Mosoj Chaski, Cochabamba yl in Quechua, possibly brief music bridge and second
announcer, marginal signal at best (Wilkner)
NBC Bougainville, 0925-1052. Reception well above the norm, but still poor; at times
semi-readable; pop songs (The Temptations "Lean On Me," etc.); 0932 local/regional news
in English; 1002 PNG bird call; NBC (national) news in English followed by "regional
news" in Tok Pisin/Pidgin; 1031 ID with frequencies. Very little QRM from RRI Palangkaraya also on frequency. All segments today dealt with education minister Nick Kuman
concerns about the University of Papua New Guinea student boycott and planned protest
march, that are also disrupting primary and secondary schools which cancelled their classes today in fear of violence. My audio (poor quality) at https://goo.gl/gOhGWl (Ron
Howard, San Francisco at Ocean Beach, CA, USA)
NBC Bougainville tent. heard in unid language at 1039 with a female with tk signal was
weak but gradually got stronger at 1055 om with tk then noise set in and gone at 1100.
(Trotto)
Most likely RRI Palangkaraya starting up a bit early. Had no time to wait for an ID. TN
Radio Municipal São Gabriel da Cachoeira with om talk and brief music, fading. Also
May 19. (Wilkner)
Voice of Guyana, Bob Marley vocal, yl alto singing briefly to 0050. Into religious message by impassioned preacher at 0051to 0056. Very strong clear signal with thunderstorm
crackle. Back to preacher talking over music at 0057 (Wilkner)
Radio Nord Revival, Sala, music, comments in Swedish. // 6060. 14321. (Méndez)
Laser Hot Hits_G, inglês, conversa, música pop'. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Radio Verdad, Chiquimula, religious songs, English, comments. (Méndez)
Radio Huanta 2000 Huanta Ayacucho om and yl under extreme CODAR. (Wilkner)
R. Huanta 2000, Huanta, castelhano/quíchua, canções. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Bangladesh Betar, Shavar folkmusic, Bengali news, abrupt s/off . Also heard at 19202115, Fr 20.5, extraordinary All Night service in Bengali with folksongs, ID's "Bangladesh
Betar" every quarter, news, weather, sports and talks. (AP-DNK)
Tajik R 1, Yangiyul. Opening ann in Tajik, ID: "Radioi Tojikistan", reading poetry with
folksong in the background. (AP-DNK)
Radio Progreso, La Habana, news, anthem, close. (Méndez)
R. Congonhas, Congonhas MG, noticiário nacional A Voz do Brasil, QRM do PRU, na
mesma frequência. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R. Tarma, Tarma, castelhano/quíchua, canções índias, QRM do B. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R Tarma tämligen vek signal. JOE
R. Caiari, Pt.º Velho RO, texto. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Radio Caiari, Porto Velho, RO om with comments in PT signal fading out (Wilkner)
R. Dif.ª do Amazonas, Manaus AM, texto, entrevista, oração, QRM adj. da CHN, em
4800. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Radio Dif. do Amazonas, Manaus with long talk, no music to 1030 fade out (Wilkner)
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Armenian Public R, Noratus. Azeri talk with musical interludes, song, 1717 ID, ann, news.
(AP-DNK)
Xizang PBS, Lhasa, Tibet Chinese ann, Chinese pop songs (AP-DNK)
VL8A, Alice Springs, NT English economical talk, pop song (AP-DNK)
VL8A, Alice Springs, Territ.º do Norte, inglês, texto, noticiário das 1830, texto, entrevistas. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R. Cultura do Amazonas, Manaus AM, noticiário regional. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Rdif Roraima, Boa Vista RR with brief music —**at 0113 Two ARO’s on frequency
discussing poor band conditions below 3 Megs AROs gone at 0116—-** then back to
Brasilian music and chat to 0130 (Wilkner)
R. Roraima, Boa Vista RR, noticiário. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Radiodifusora Roraima, Boavista, Brazilian songs, anthem and close. (Méndez)
VL8T, Tennant Creek, Territ.º do Norte, inglês, texto. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R. Daqui, Goiânia GO, prgr. de propag. relig., hinos e, às 2200, A Voz do Brasil. (Carlos
Gonçalves)
R. Educação Rural, Tefé AM, canções, texto. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Radio Educação Rural, Tefé, AM om chat and music bridge. Fading in. (Wilkner)
VOA, Pinheira. Hausa talk about Kenya and Nigeria, indigenous song, 2059 jingle, English ID and closing melody (AP-DNK)
VoS (Fuzhou). Fair w/ (p) CH opera [Fire Dragon-style + singing & chat], since I rarely
listen pre-1400 to VoS, I wonder if this is "regular" Saturday evening programme..W DJ
@ BOH breaking up the arias. On 16 May, however, quick checks @ 1245, 1310 had VoS
back to regular CH pops. (Dan Sheedy)
R. Nacional de Angola on both May 14 and 15 noted with JBA about 0450+; briefly noted
May 15 (Sunday) with religious song at 0510; not too often I get any audio here (Ron
Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA)
R Nacional de Angola, Mulenvos Portuguese ann, pop songs, talk. (AP-DNK)
Radio Cultural Amauta, Peru. Schöner Tropenbandempfang . (Christoph Ratzer)
R. Cultural Amauta, Huanta, castelhano, texto. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R. Alvorada, Parintins AM, prgr. de propag. relig. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R. Brasil Central, Goiânia GO, noticiário nacional A Voz do Brasil, QRM de sinal de ponto a ponto. (Carlos Gonçalves)
RNGE, R. Bata. JBA African singing; slightly improving signal till tuned out at 0530. Sign
on times vary a great deal! (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA)
R Madagasikara with unusually good signal. Also noted 2130. TN
SIBC with rather weak just above noise threshold. TN
Wantok FM relay via SIBC, 1244 till suddenly off at 1330*. Identical reception yesterday
and also same cut off time; usual EZL pop songs; frequent brief IDs: "This is Wantok
FM 96.3. Good times, great music." Very nice to find them running well past thir normal
sign off time (1200*) for two consecutive days! (Ron Howard, Pacific Grove, CA)
VL8K, Katherine, Territ.º do Norte, inglês, noticiário, texto, anúncios de programação.
Emissão distinta das VL8A e VL8T, assim que terminou o boletim de notícias. (Carlos
Gonçalves)
R Candip with steady and clear signal, mostly talk. TN
Radio Tele Candip, Bunia, Vernacular comments and songs. (Méndez)
R.San José, S. José de Chiquitos, castelhano, canções. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Myanma R, Naypiydaw, birmanês, texto. (Carlos Gonçalves)
SNBC-Radio 1, Lusaka, dialecto local, texto, chamadas de ouvintes, anúncio do n.º de
telefone. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Die Andenstimme, Weenermor på ny frekvens. 2 (CB)
Voz Missionaria, Camboriú, SC. Talk with short musical interludes, hymn. (AP-DNK)
R Pio XII, Siglo XX. Spanish religious talk, mentioned Bolivia two times. (AP-DNK)
Em Pio Doce klämde ur sig "Pio Doce Elegante" JOE
Pio XII, Siglo Veinte signal being hammered by co-channel, very narrow filter 1.1, yl
with some Spanish, also noted 1020 to 1030 with similar co channel issues. (Wilkner)
Shiokaze/Sea Breeze (Yamata). Good in CH to :30 then KR with NK pulse jammer mostly
in the background. (Dan Sheedy)
Radio Mali, Bamako, tuning music, French, id. and frequencies, comments. (Méndez)
BBS. PBS Yunnan (China) mixing with BBS; usual format; PBS suddenly off at 1200
before their ID; leaving BBS in the clear; keeping with the new PBS schedule (ex: 1500*)
(Ron Howard, San Francisco at Ocean Beach, CA, USA)
R. B2, Curitiba PR, noticiário nacional A Voz do Brasil. (Carlos Gonçalves)
HCJB, Pichincha, SS, religious comments, at 0400 German, music and religious comments, anthem and close. (Méndez)
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ELWA Radio, Monrovia, tuning music, English, religious comments. (Méndez)
R Nord spelade Göingeflickorna och hade reklam för Certina. DO
Radio Nord Revival, Sala, music and pop songs, comments and id. in Swedish, "Radio
Nord Revival", identification in English. // 3975. 34333. (Méndez)
CFRX Toronto “go to our web site today or tomorrow” commercial message. (Wilkner)
R.Marumby, Curitiba PR, texto, música, QRM da CHN. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Voice of Amhara, Addis Ababa, East African songs. (Méndez)
R Nigeria, Kaduna Hausa talk mentioning Nigeria, best in LSB due to QRM from CNR2
on 6090 (AP-DNK)
R.Nigeria, Kaduna, dialecto local, texto. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Radio Congo, suddenly on at 0538. At 0527 had faint JBA open carrier from "RN2" (Japan); was able to tell because whenever R. Congo is on at about this time it's always many
times stronger than the Japan open carrier; yes, at 0538 the Congo signal, with announcer
in French, was much stronger than the open carrier I had just been listening to; by 0550 I
started to hear some "RN2" music underneath Congo.
BTW - As Bill Bingham (RSA) has already reported, Voice of Hope Africa on 9680, was
off the air May 19; my checking 0455 and subsequently till 0551. Whereas 5915
(ZNBC/Radio One) had news in English just after 0500, so their power supply today was
working fine, unlike yesterday (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA)
Radio Congo, Brazzaville, French, comments. Very weak. (Méndez)
R.Santa Cruz, St.ª Cruz de la Sierra, castelhano, futebol, anúncios informativos e comerciais, QRM adjacente. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz de la Sierra. SS ann, song. QRM Xizang 6130 (AP-DNK)
Bolivia, Radio Santa Cruz with several IDs by om, ments de Santa Cruz and Bolivia and
brief enjoyable music. (Wilkner)
R Europa 24, Datteln oldies like "When I am 64", 1444 German ID: "Hier ist Europa vierundzwanzig", news. (AP-DNK)
CKZN St Johns with news items regarding bridge problem. (Wilkner)
Radio Tawantinsuyo tentive hrd in spanish with om with talk. (Trotto)
R Nacional da Amazônia, Brasilia, DF. Ann mentioning Brazil, nice Brazilian songs, ID
QRM from 6175. // 11780 (AP-DNK)
Radio Nacional da Amazonia, Brasilia, Brazilian songs, comments, program "Madrugada
Nacional", "2 horas 6 minutos, Radio Nacional de Brasilia co programa Madrugada Nacional". (Méndez)
RNB. Fair-OK w/ musica sertaneja [PY country tunes] //11780..wonder how long they'll
hang about on 49M this time? (Dan Sheedy)
Radio Educación, Ciudad de Mexico, Latin American songs, classic music, id. "Radio
Educación". (Méndez)
R.Bubblegum (p)_HOL?, inglês/holandês, música pop', texto, QRM pontual. (Carlos
Gonçalves)
Ronnie AM med pop. DO
R. Akenzo_HOL, holandês/inglês, música pop', texto. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R. Rock & Roll_I, inglês, música pop', texto. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Rock`n Roll Radio spelade en Jerry Lee Lewis LP-skiva då de var 6 raka låtar med Jerry.
DO
R. Focus Int'l_G, inglês, texto, música pop'. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R. Desperado (p)_HOL, música pop'. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Witte Reus spelade "Born to run" med Bruce Springsteen. DO
R. Desperado (p)_HOL, música pop'. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R. Merlin Int'l_G, inglês, música pop', texto. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R Green Frog med blandad tysk och engelsk musik. Sände med 6 w ifrån Brandenburg.
DO
S9+5 with hard rock version of ``Boots Made for Walking``. At 0025 finally an announcement with birdcalls, evidently sign-off ID I missed copying, 73 in CW and off. These
logs say it was Northwoods Radio:
http://www.hfunderground.com/board/index.php/topic,28147.0.html (Glenn Hauser, OK)
Rock music at S9+25; 0040 announcer says there is a rumor that people like good old
music; hope that`s true ---. 0047 another announcement, says a friend lost his house in the
wind; and this is Burn It Down Radio, refers to HF Underground posts, BID Radio, will
be on for an hour and then disappear; 0055 ``American Pie``. I QRT after 0100. Many
more logs of this: http://www.hfunderground.com/board/index.php/topic,28149.0.html (Glenn
Hauser, OK)
As soon as the 6935 station is off, I find one is now on here, much stronger at S9+20, dense music, 0032 cuts off in music, resumes with ``Those Were the Days``. At 0040 check
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this is off. These logs say it was Pee Wee:
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http://www.hfunderground.com/board/index.php/topic,28148.0.html (Glenn Hauser, OK)
Myanmar R. (Yangon). unhrd before 1300* of RTI/CNR1(jammer) [tho RTI sked to 1400
in Aoki]..poor/fair in BU w/ W DJ/light MOR-ish BU pop & IADs gumming up the reception..chat across BOH & sinking past :44. A short listen on 16 May @ 1305+ had MR back
with BU "country" style tunes & CNR1 echo-jam/RTI mash-up still closing @ 1300. (Dan
Sheedy)
Two signals noted, 7204.984 kHz and 7205.0 kHz even, like CNR Xinjiang Urumqi in
Uighur lang, as well as Arabic of Omdurman Sudan, latter a little stronger, similar like
Somalia 7120 kHz signal. (wb via DXLD)
Voice of Nigeria, Ikorodu, English, comments, id. "Voice of Nigeria, Lagos". Also *06000710, May13, Hausa, comments, at 0700 French. (Méndez)
VON, already on the air at 0551 with pop African songs; into their IS; 0600 in vernacular
with many "Voice of Nigeria" IDs in English; fair to almost good (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA)
Two weak carriers beating, one on the lo side, surely R. Vanuatu as previously measured,
now vs. Xinjiang PBS, Urumqi, which has expanded its summer schedule to block Vanuatu much later than before (Glenn Hauser, OK)
RRI Nabire. Not often I hear decent audio here, so today was well above the norm; pop
songs; in Bahasa Indonesia; 0849 reciting from the Qur'an; some ME type music/singing
till suddenly off (Ron Howard, Pacific Grove, CA, USA)
Radio Sakha (Yakutia), presumed, 0803+, threshold level signal, coming in in "waves,"
similar to the effect often hd with Russian Far Eastern stations in the past, nothing hd on
//7345, on 0840 recheck nothing on either frequency, on 0942 recheck carrier noted on
7345 but nothing on 7295 (May 8, 2016). Transmitters at Tulagino, a suburb of the Sakha
Republic's capital at Yakutsk. 7295 is supposedly 250 kw and 7345 100kw. Apparently
runs an extended schedule on weekends, so it is possible to hear them after 0900 at that
time. (XM)
UNID very poor carrier, so is it Myanmar or Russia`s reactivated SW station? Evidently,
R. Sakha stays on until 1400 on weekdays, per Mauno Ritola, until 1200 weekends. Ron
Howard, California, reported May 11: ``At 1225 both R. Sakha and Thazin Radio about
equal and mixing together on 7345, with // 7295 JBA with no QRM`` Wondering about the
current SR/SS times in Yakutsk, I finally find it in gaisma.com spelt with a J, unlike other
Russian transliterations: http://www.gaisma.com/en/location/jakutskaj.html *2133-1204*
UT as of today at latitude 62 north, equivalent to Faroe Islands or Gakona, Alaska (Glenn
Hauser, OK)
Radio Sakha. Brief IS (Jew's harp); five time pips; moderate QRM from Th azin Radio,
but surprisingly they were off the air 1202-1219, leaving R. Sakha with a nice signal in the
clear. CNR1 continues silent here. 7295 was // and had decent rece ption. My audio with
Radio Sakha in the clear 0:00-02:00, followed by R. Thazin QRM https://goo.gl/dbWYA7 .
--------------Hi Glenn, Upon further reflection, after listening to more of my recordings today and helpful input from you and Wolfy, I can now say that the station causing QRM for R. Sakha
was clearly not CRI, but was in fact Thazin Radio. My recording at 1235 had Thazin Radio much stronger than R. Sakha and they played some indigenous music that conformed
to Myanmar music. Thank you and Wolfy for your kind assistance. (Ron Howard via
DXLD)
Thazin R. (Pyin U Lwin). Looking for NVK Sakha, but settled for Thazin w/ MOR BU
pop, instrumental in/out w/ chat across TOH & closing @ 1329*..listed language 12301330 is Shan, but 'way too weak to distinguish it f/ "regular" BU as heard on MR. Alas,
CNR1 back on 16 May @ 1246-1335 check w/ Thazin 'way in the background. (Dan
Sheedy)
Voice of China, Beijing 1. Chinese news read by man and woman. (AP-DNK)
CNR11 (Baoji-Sifangshan). "Crash-bang" + singing (very similar to what was on
VoS)..sked *1300 in TB, but heard well before TOH..sked to 1400 in TB then dialects to
1600, 1600-05* back to TB..*1259-1330+ 16 May. Trumpets & TB chat to open, no pips
across TOH //9480 [which had an odd pulse/roar jamming noise until 1305], long chat in
TB to 1320, then mostly CH-sounding tunes. (Dan Sheedy)
R Free Asia, via Ulaanbaatar, Honkor Korean talk by man and woman, 2116 Three ID's:
"RFA", e-mail adress, interview (AP-DNK)
Voice of Tibet in tibetan. At 2329 Yl with ID and end of transmission. Weak signal, but
clear reception. Listening from the remote SDR Twente. (Jorge Freitas-B via DXLD)
Radio Latino, id. "This is Radio Latino". Very weak, best on LSB. (Méndez)
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Marconi Radio, tuning music, id. "...This is Marconi Radio International", English, DX
comments. Very weak. (Méndez)
WINB, Red Lion, English, religious songs and comments. (Méndez)
AM. WBCQ test is *still* (or again) running, S4 but just barely modulated: I can recognize AW`s voice with his promo for new program clients. An hour later at 1358 at first I
think it`s off, but then detect the offset carrier in addition to a very weak one on 9330.0,
possibly a ute. HFCC shows nothing but BCQ registered on 9330 for 24 hour availability.
Aoki adds the Cuban spy numbers, but only between 0553 and 0748. Likewise EiBi, adding World of Radio on WBCQ at 0200-0230 daily --- which was never the case, just a
projected plan, instead at 2330 daily except 2230 Saturdays! (Glenn Hauser, OK)
VOV-1 at S4 with Viet talk, back down to usual way-off-frequency; so much for exceeding 9636.0 yesterday.
Also, Wolfgang Büschel replies: ``Both VoV Son Tay units are ODD frequency already a
lot of months ago too, 12018 ... 12019 kHz, - or 9635.800 .... 9636.0 kHz. On May 19 at
0830 UT Vietnamese service from VoV Son Tay on exact measurement of 9635.798 kHz,
scheduled 2145-1600 UT daily`` (Glenn Hauser, OK)
Astounded to hear VOV1, almost *on* its off-frequency, rather than 9635.789, as last
logged by the Aoki list, and always producing an odd het on BFO bandscans at 1-kHz
steps. Now it`s much like VOV 12019, a deliberate 1-kHz-off channel for reasons unknown rather than a simple variant; but we shall see if 9636 stix (Glenn Hauser, OK)
Madagascar World Voice, Mahajanga, English, "Welcome to Africa Network Radio...",
religious comments. (Méndez)
MWV with "African Pathways Radio,". Start of the usual format in English (host, Henry
Huffard with co-host Edet Udofia); fair-good (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA)
MWV/African Pathways (Mahajanga). Just caught the AP website info & a bit of sermonicity--noisy/weak but @ least it's audible @ 613. 0435-0457* 17 May. Much better (well..)
today with contempo-Chr. hymns, "World Bible School" w/ free Bible study offer + contact info: http://www.africanpathways.org/ & a p-mail addr. in Harare, Zimbabwe, inspirational disc. w/ Nigerian national ministering in the US w/ website & Nashville, TN p-mail
contact info, nice ID: "African Pathways Radio can be found on 9480 in (the?) 31 meter
band..17640, 17 meter..", hymn-ish version of "Somewhere [there's a place for me]" &
abruptly off. 0445-0452* 18 May. Same programming as 17 May (if not identical shows)
w/ early closing @ :52. (Dan Sheedy)
R.Marumby, Curitiba PR, propag. relig. QRM adjacente e no mesmo canal. (Carlos
Gonçalves)
SRDA, Curitiba PR, propag. relig. RM da R.Martí (EUA) e do sinal empastelador cubano.
(Carlos Gonçalves)
TWR (Manzini). Loud w/ IS/ID loop & opening w/ sermon in Malagasy (lots of French
crossover words)..CRI (Xian) starts the same time in JP, but never gets above a distant 2nd
place. (Dan Sheedy)
[Non] R.Aparecida. Sinal ausente, nos dias 12... 16. Nos 6135v, a confusão é, geralmente,
grande, e nem deu p/ descobrir se uma das portadoras seria desta estação; nos 5035 (assim
como noutros canais dos 60 m), o sinal foi nulo ou tão débil que nem deu p/ saber ser seria
a R.Aparecida ou a estação de Manaus. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R.Mali, Kati, dialecto local, texto, canções tribais. Nível de modulação ainda longe do
normal, mas já não tão "no fundo". (Carlos Gonçalves)
R.Bandeirantes, São Paulo SP, texto, QRM adjacente. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Radio Bandeirantes, Sao Paulo, id. "Aqui na Radio Bandeirantes, , 2 horas 20 minutos",
"Bandeirantes, a radio que tem opiniao". www.bandeirantes.com.br (Méndez)
Voice of Korea, Kujang, threshold, presumed JP service (XM)
R.Voz Missionária, Camboriú SC, canções no âmbito do prgr. de propag. relig. Eu Creio
em Milagres, anúncio das freqs., noticiário. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Voice of Hope Africa. 0455 on with test tone; 0458 loop of IDs ("From Zambia to the
world, this is the Voice of Hope Africa") and IS; 0500: "With love from Zambia. This is
the Voice of Hope broadcasting to all of Africa on frequency 9680 kHz."; Christian song
till suddenly off at 0503. Thought it might be an issue with the Zambian electricity supply,
so at 0505 checked 5915 (ZNBC/Radio One) and yes, found them also off the air. Later
found on DXLD yg that Ray Robinson (VOH Africa) confirmed "maintenance being conducted by the power company (ZESCO) in the area." For some time now has not been
uncommon to find ZNBC/Radio One (5915) going off the air much earlier than normal,
just as happened today. My audio at https://goo.gl/PPoYqN (Ron Howard, Asilomar State
Beach, CA)
VOH Africa is back on with a carrier detectable, music? After two days of power outages.
Remember that on Sat & Sun there is not supposed to be a morning broadcast on 9680, but
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instead at 12-17 UT. The China Radio War is finished at 1400, so after then, VOHA might
make it at least as far as western North America by longpath – barring another power failure (Glenn Hauser, OK)
VoHope (Lusaka, Zambia). Thanks to Ray Robinson's info via Glenn Hauser, VoH heard
poorly in the noise w/ ID/IS loop ("..Voice of Hope, Zambia..") & "Voice of Hope, broadcasting to all of Africa.." @ 0500 w/ freq., long hymn, quick announcement & more
hymns. (Dan Sheedy)
Radio RB2, Curitiba, religious program. (Méndez)
R. B2, Curitiba PR, retransm. da R.Aparecida, prgr. musical. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Radio Bahrain, Arabic songs. (Méndez)
Sarawak FM via RTM, Kajang, canções, texto. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Hobard Radio International via WRMI, Okeechobee, id. "...from Hobart Radio International", tuning music, "... on short wave via Radio Miami International, 11580 kHz", "...The
Buzz...". 24322. (Méndez)
Sarawak FM (via RTM Kajang). Another late-running day for S-FM w/ "usual" postmidnight-in-ML light pops & DJ chat. (Dan Sheedy)
Wai FM (via RTM Kajang). Qu'ran recitations until :57 then back to regular programming..kind of a long session if this was the end of the Isha prayer (sked for 2028 Malaysian Time). (Dan Sheedy)
Singapore - Radio Japan heard in English with fair signal (Trotto)
R.Transmundial, St.ª M.ª RS, prgr. de propag. relig. A Palavra (...), QRM da TZA. (Carlos
Gonçalves)
Super Radio Deus e Amor, Curitiba, religious comments. (Méndez)
SRDA, Curitiba PR, propag. relig. (Carlos Gonçalves)
Radio Nacional da Amazonia, Brasilia, comments. (Méndez)
BBC (Kranji). Fair in Hindi w/ news, correspondents' reports, "BBC" tags on most items &
closing with "This is the BBC-there are no programmes on this channel at present..". (Dan
Sheedy)
R. Aparecida, Aparecida SP, missa, QRM adjacente. (Carlos Gonçalves)
RVA (Palauig-Zambales). Poor with EG sermon translated into (p) Telugu, closing hymn
w/ maybe p-mail address, trumpet IS bracketing the ID. (Dan Sheedy)
R. Boa Vontade, Pt.º Alegre RS, propag. relig. Melhor sinal em 14/5, pelas 2130. (Carlos
Gonçalves)
R. Bandeirantes, São Paulo SP, discussão e informação acerca dos fornecedores de serviço
internet, QRM adjacente. (Carlos Gonçalves)
R. B2, Curitiba PR, retransm. da R.Aparecida, prgr. musical. (Carlos Gonçalves)
China - CRI heard in Russian with fair signal. (Trotto)
Philippines - Radio Veritas Asia heard in Manderin with poor signals (Trotto)
R. Inconfidência, Belo Horizonte MG, prgr. musical Parada de Sucessos, QRM das PHL.
(Carlos Gonçalves)
Radio Inconfidencia, Belo Horizonte, program "A Hora do Fazendeiro". (Méndez)
RAE med franska. 2-3 CB
Turkey - Voice of Turkey hrd in English - sign off 1320 with fair signal with rapid fading
(Trotto)
Radio Free Gambia was observed with its Friday-only broadcast on 15465 kHz from 19:00
UT sign-on till abruptly off in mid-sentence at 19:56 UT. Programming consisted entirely
of a long talk in an unidentified language (no music) starting with Islamic greetings - if
there was an ID in there I didn't recognise it as such. Occasional English phrases such as
"civil resistance" and "passive resistance" indicate the political nature of the lecture. Reception was good via Global Tuner remote rx in Grenoble, French Alps. (David Kernick,
Interval Signals Online via DXLD)
CNR1 (jammer). Fair-OK v. VOA in TB [sked 16-17 M-W-F] & //11610 (v. RFA). (Dan
Sheedy)
South Korea - KBS world hrd in English in English with fair to poor signal (Trotto)
Northern Ireland R talade om en skotsk DX-klubb. DO
Taiwan - SOH xi Wang Zhi Sheng hrd in i believe cantonese with fair to poor signals
(Trotto)
Guangzhou Coastal Radio (t). Thanks to Ron Howard's tip, caught a bit of CH chat
here..but not enough to do much with--sounded like #s, so perhaps weather/sea report.
(Dan Sheedy)
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Others in 41 mb
Used remote units in southern Germany, Doha Qatar, Zakynthos Greece, Calabria Italy, Spain, Moscow Russia, MA-NJ-USA,
Alberta-CAN, and Vancouver Island CAN.
7220.004
VTN VoVTN Vietnamese language, spoken program from Son Tay site, S=9+15dB at 1540 UT on Mediterranean
remotes in Greece and Calabria.
7236.256
ETH - and vary hopping some 20 Hertz fqs around, Ethiopia with EaAF/HoA mx program, S=9+20dB at 1550 UT.
7510
UZB Voice of Martyrs from Tashkent site, 1610 UT on May 19, also tiny string seen on 15020 kHz hx.
7539.982
THA IBB US radio relay site Udorn Thani NoEaThailand, S=9+5dB at 1613 UT, VoA Deewa Radio in Pashto to
AFGH. \\ Udorn Thani 9309.979 kHz, 9335even Iranawila CLN IBB Sri Lanka relay.
9389.977
THA IBB US RLiberty/RFE Udorn Thani, Uzbek language 1620 UT on May 19. S=9+5dB strength.
9525.890
INS Spanish sce news read by female of VoINS Cimanggis, S=9+10dB at 1711 UT on May 19.
(73 wb df5sx May 19)

Some morning log of May 20, taken at 0450 to 0700 UT.
Used remote units in southern Germany, Doha Qatar, Zakynthos Greece, Calabria Italy, Spain, Moscow Russia, MA-NJ-USA,
Alberta-CAN, and Vancouver Island CAN.
11750.024 TUR TRT Emirler Turkish service, \\ 13635.017 and 11955.008. S=9+25dB at 0648 UT on May 20. Talk by male and
female about 'championat'?
11880even AUT AWR Arabic sce via ORS Moosbrunn powerhouse S=9+45, 300kW at 175degrees to all African Sahel zone.
AWR stn ID annmt with piano play theme underneath. AWR web address given like awr.org
11985even F RTA Algiers Arabic HQ prayer in progress at 0641 UT S=8-9 sidelobe. But seems suffered also by UNDERNEATH bubble jamming sound - like on Saudi 15285v kHz transmission.
13600even OMA Radio Sultanate Oman program, girls singer, drums, string, and flute instruments music played. S=6 sidelobe
signal into soGermany at 0630 UT.
13635.017 TUR TRT Emirler Turkish info program at 0632 UT, powerful S=9+25dB, talk about terrorists and Turkish parliament
matter.
13725.051 F RFI Issoudun English program sce at 0633 UT. Program "Inside This Week", migration and crime into Europe.
Probably one of their INSTABLE txs at Issoudun site, odd frequency and audio feed line seems disturbed by woodpecker or hammer knocker in background. Mixed with an strange UTE RTTY signal too.
13780.008 IRN VoIRIB Arabic from Sirjan site, S=5-6 only sidelobe into Germany at 0637 UT.
15284.972 ARS Radio Saudi Internat in Swahili language, odd fq of one of the older units, - or from Jeddah bcast center site?
S=9+25dB signal in Doha Qatar remote unit, at 0605 UT. All Saudi program content has been modernisized recently,
heard modern station ID jingle and trumpet music followed, anncmt by sweet female voice presenter.
15340even F RFI Paris Hausa service, S=9+25dB at 0608 UT. Interview in Hausa about the 97 woman rescued matter in Nigeria.
But heard also a strange bubble ditter signal underneath !?
15359.985 UAE US Mashaal Radio in Pashto to AFG, S=9+10dB at 0610 UT odd fq of Al Dhabbaya relay TX gear. Something
seemingly wrong with this unit, on SDR program screen only the lower side audio part was visible, the upper sideband
audio missed - like deep notch cut ... strange
15380.058 ARS BSKSA HQ Arabic prayer program noted at 0616 UT on May 20. S=9+40dB heard in Doha Qatar remote SDR
receiver.
15420.124 UAE Odd frequency signal of BBCWS English via Al Dhabbaya relay site, S=9+15dB at 0618 UT. Interview by BBC
reporter to a Libyan-Arabic journalist, about battle fighting, and elect new Libyan government, migration people flood
from all Africa, Islam State problem and interests, instability in Libya, at 0621 UT also noted \\ 13580 kHz S=8-9 signal
from Madagascar relay site.
15750.007 IRN VoIRIB Arabic sce, likely from Zahedan site, S=9+25dB, female guitar accompanied singer at 0627 UT on May
20. And sweet voice ID announcer, funny talk like sometimews heard on Japanese womans family discussion on NHK
programs.
17639.951 THA Radio Thailand in English to CeAS, ME, and especially Russia target. Pop mx at 0556 UT, s=9+20dB in Doha
Qatar remote unit. Long English language advertisement of the common ASEAN states, like "Welcome to Asia ...
Coming together in Asia ... Trade, Travel, Culture ... The Future Is Here ....". Odd Udorn Thani frequency, TX off after
the time pips of 06.00 UT, 2 seconds later.
5005even
UNID Very tiny poor signal string visible at 0521 UT, S=3
5051.095
UNID strong S=9+20dB carrier visible in 0450 to 0525 UT time range, wandered down to 5051.077 kHz then.
5829.987
USA WTWW English, male singer, S=8 in soGermany, www address given, "SW Worldwide Bcasting" annmt at 0459
UT on May 20.
5829.987
USA WTWW Gospel program at 0701 UT in English, noted as S=9+30dB signal in remote Vancouver CAN SDR
receiver unit.
5875even
ASC BBCWS English, at 0500 UT S=9+15dB here in Germany. BBC nx from Nigeria, 97 woman hostages rescued in
West Africa. \\ 6005even fq, S=9+15dB in soGermany.
6035even
ASC VoA Hausa sce to WeAF, S=9+15dB signal here in soGermany, Hausa nx reader at 0504 UT on May 20.
6040.015
TUR VoTurkey Emirler, Turkish morning sce, S=9+20dB at 0506 UT modern light Turkish mx.
6049.997
LBR Radio ELWA Monrovia Liberia, WeAF type mx noted on remote unit in Madrid Spain. Though weak S=4 signal
just above the threshold level, but I could follow easily their program content.
6060even
CUB RHC Bauta program, not much strong here on this channel but suffered heavily by 220 Hertz hum buzz audio
signal interference of Brazilian co-ch 6059.780 BRA SRDA BrasPortuguese prayer at 0543 UT on May 20.
6070.003
VAT Vatican Radio from Santa Maria di Galeria, morning Latin prayer, S=9+25dB powerhouse signal in Spain, but
stable signal underneath across the Atlantic from 6069.986 CAN CFRX Toronto nice signal at 0540 UT on May 20.
Could follow the discussion on American Airline talk.
6089.858
NIG Radio Nigeria Kaduna, progr in Hausa at 0508 UT, S=7-8 fair co-channel 6090even Caribbean Beacon Anguilla
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6119.955
6135.048
6159.971

6164.959
6180.026

progr, equal signal level, but another 3rd stn underneath 6089.966 probably Brazilian Bandeirantes program?
BRA SRDA poor S=5 or -92dB here in Spain Europe. TX not stable, varies some 2-3 Hertz up and down hops.
BRA Radio Aparecida BrasPortuguese, tiny S=5 signal in Europe, mx program at 0519 UT, pop singer, tx seems a
little unstable like 2-3 Hertz wandered. BUT at 0529 UT BBC Hausa from ASC relay started on even 6135 kHz, though
S=9+25dB more powerful !
CAN Only one of the Canadian domestic stns on air this morning, S=4-5 -96dBm at 0531 UT in Spain remote unit.
QRM by powerhouse ORF1 ORS Moosbrunn Austria at S=9+25dB Could not solve that, because also on Vancouver
Island remote unit, the signal was not right strong as usual, ... remain a puzzle though ... which was on air, St.Johns or
Vancouver main low land unit.
TCD Radiodifusion National Tchadienne, N'Djamena, S=6 signal at 0511 UT, French male announcer, QRM 6165
kHz RHC Bauta in English even fq.
BRA Radio Nacional Amazonia Brazil, S=7-8 in soGermany at 0517 but much stronger in MA-NJ-USA as S=9+15dB
at 0720 UT, \\ 11780.006 kHz S=7-8 in MA-USA, at 0722 UT on May 20. Talk by both female and male anncr.

(wb, wwdxc BC-DX TopNews May 20)

Contributors to the log:
wb, Wolfgang Büschel, df5sx, wwdxc BC-DX TopNews,
DXLD, DXPlorer, A-DX
Glenn Hauser, Enid, OK, USA (also from WOR&DXLD)
Ron Howard, San Francisco at Ocean Beach, CA, USA
Robert Wilkner, Pompano Beach, USA
Manuel Méndez, Lugo, Spain
AP-DNK Anker Petersen, Skovlunde, Denmark
Carlos Gonçalves, Lissabon, Portugal

CB, Christer Brunström, Halmstad, Sweden
Ron Trotto, Waggoner, Illinois
DO, Dan Olsson, Furulund, Sweden
Dan Sheedy, Moonlight Beach, CA
XM - Cedar Key - Florida
Jorge Freitas-B via DXLD
Christoph Ratzer, Salzburg, Austria

CHASQUI DX PFA – MAYO 2016
4747.06
4774.90
4865.00
4925.20
4955.00
4985.50
5024.92
5025.00
5952.45
5980.00
6025.00
6050.00
6134.86
6174.04
11780.23

PERÚ, R. Huanta 2000, Huanta, Ayacucho; 5/05 2328-0005 44444 px sobre curanderismo px Sobre La
música andina, difícil ID “Por Radio Huanta 2000”
PERÚ, R. Tarma, Tarma, Junín; 29/04 0010-0040 44444 px Los Hermanos Samanta (curanderismo) ID
“Nuevo Slogan.. Escuchar grabación adjunta”
BRASIL, R. Verdes Florestas, Acre; 4/05 1110-1130 33333 mx ID “Radio Floresta” px news
BRASIL, R. Educacao Rural, Tefé; 9/05 0005-0025 33333 News varias sobre la región y saludos y mensajes mx romántica ID “Radio Educacao Rudal”
PERÚ, R. Cultural Amauta, Huanta, Ayacucho; 4/05 1132-1155 44444 px en quechua mxf himnos religiosos en huayno ID "Radio Cultural Amauta " px Cristo en la Familia en Radio Cultural Amauta”
PERÚ, R. Voz Cristiana, Chilca, Huancayo; 9/05 2315-2355 44444 mxf himnos cantados en huayno px
bilingüe español-quechua px buenas Nuevas. ID “Ahora vía satélite Radio Voz
Cristiana”
PERÚ, R. Quillabamba, Quillabamba, Cusco; 5/05 1130-1212 44444 news px
Panorama Mundial pasar ID “Radio Quillabamba (en quechua, escuchar grabación
adjunta)”
CUBA, R. Rebelde, La Habana; 30/04 0415-0440 33333 px noticiero ID “Radio Rebelde px portada
Rebelde.
BOLIVIA, R. Pio XII, Siglo XX, 5/05 2240-2304 44444 px Manos a la Obra, sobre las actividades de los
Municipios ID “Por Radio Pio XII”.
PERÚ, R. Chaski, Urubamba, Cusco; 7/05 1115-1145 44444 px religioso y mx
himnos ID Indica como siempre… “Red Radio Integridad".
BOLIVIA, R. Patria Nueva, La Paz; 5/05 2308-2330 33333 px deportivo news
sobre la Copa Libertadores de América advs NOTA para escucharlos mejor fue
necesario pasar a LSB.
ECUADOR, R. HCJB, Quito; 13/05 2340-0005 44444 mx y px en dialectos
étnicos dan señal horaria, mas no indican ID
BOLIVIA, R. San Cruz, Santa Cruz; 1/05 0018-004t5 44444 mx news varias px El Informativo de Radio
Santa Cruz
PERÚ, R. Tawantinsuyo, Cusco; 12/05 2315-2345 44444 mx advs px El cobre de tu destino (esotérico) ID
“Por Radio Tawantinsuyo”
BRASIL, R. Nacional da Amazonia, Brasilia; 12/05 2350-0012 33333 px partido de football ID “Por Radio Nacional”

Lamentablemente durante Marzo y Abril, por razones de salud de mi esposa y luego del fallecimiento imprevisto de mi
hermano menor, no me permitió realizar nuestro DX como acostumbro.
La recepción la he efectuado del 29/04 al 13/05, en compañía de mis sabuesos Icom IC R72 + ELAD FDM-S1 + Splitter
ASA 4 x 2 + Mizuho KX-3 + MFJ-1025 y una antena de hilo largo de 12 metros + antena auxiliar + una Mini Whip
Muchos 218’s /PFA
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Station news
ALASKA. From Paul Walker, in Galena, AK, a note about his upcoming broadcast:
The next broadcast of "The Classics Experience" with Paul Walker is rapidly approaching. It's a 2 hour broadcast of rock
and roll music with some country classics scattered in and occasionally a few audio surprises.
The next broadcast schedule looks like this:
WINB 9265 khz Saturday June 4th 0230UTC to 0430UTC
WRMI 7570 kHz Saturday June 4th 0400 to 0600UTC
WINB's principal radiation direction
is 242 degrees true or almost due
southwest. looks to cover parts o f the
Midwest/Southern US pretty well
(Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, Texas and into Mexico. WINB claims "At the long range, the
main beam hits Eastern Australia and New Zealand. The rear lobe hits the Mediterranean area of Eastern Europe."
WRMI's 7570 khz signal beams at a 315 degree azimuth to Vancouver, Canada. It is very
listenable, near local like on good nights here in rural Central Alaska.
No appeals for donations, no begging for sponsors, no political or religious rantings and
ravings nor any silly personal opinions. I promise. Just good music for the fun of it!
Reception reports are only accepted by regular postal mail. $2 appreciated to cover the costs
of the QSL cards I had printed up and the postage. Reports can be sent to:
Paul B. Walker, Jr. PO Box 353, Galena, Alaska 99741 USA
(Walter Salmaniv via DXPlorer)

CHINA. 17398-USB, Guangzhou Coast Radio Station, *0500-0506* & *0600-0606*, May 15. Has been three years
since I last checked on this station and pleased to find they are still active; in Chinese with assume marine weather; their
website: http://www.gzrdo.com/ (in Chinese). My audio at https://goo.gl/QsWpmX .
Part of my 2013 eQSL(translated from Chinese):
"First of all, thank you for listening to our station's broadcast on safety information at sea. We confirm you heard our station's weather
forecast at sea ...
Guangzhou Coast Station was established to participate in the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) and to
fulfill the responsibilities and obligations under the International Maritime Organization (IMO). It provides safety information to ships
at sea on distress alert, safety, rescue communication, ship-to-shore public communication, weather forecast on China marine waters,
and navigational warnings.
Every year we receive reception reports from radio listeners around the world. What makes us especially pleased is our signals are
heard as far as in the United States. We really appreciate you providing us with this information. It is encouraging. We hope you will
continue to follow our broadcasts with interest. We will try to provide the best services to ships at sea.
Guangzhou Coast Station is located in Guangzhou city, which is in Guangdong Province of China. Guangzhou is a beautiful city. We
hope you will be able to visit Guangzhou some day.
Wish you great success and good health.
Mingbiao Luo
Guangzhou Coast Station"

(Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA)
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POHNPEI. PMA-The Cross Radio, 4755.54. It has been a full year since
PMA-The Cross was last heard. Do not know what the problem is. Still off the
air during recent checks. Thanks to Tim Rahto (Iowa) for the reminder and who
has also noted their continued silence!
Here is the latest email (May 20) from Sylvia at PMA-The Cross.
"Sorry Ron. We have not put the station back on the SW radio as it doubles the price for power and we do not have an
engineer in charge of the station. We are one missionary pastor and wife on Pohnpei and are grateful to be broadcasting
to Pohnpei Island on 88.5 FM.
Whenever we are able to get the SW on the air, we will notify you. Until then, thanks for checking on us and missing us!
Sylvia Kalau, Pacific Mission Aviation, POB 517, Pohnpei, FM 96941, 691-320-2496, kalau @ pmapacific.org "
It doesn't sound very promising for the return of SW.
(Ron Howard, California via DXLD)
RUSSIA. The Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). Broadcast Schedules from Yakutsk:
7295 NVK R.Sakha 21:00 00:00 12345 .. Yakut, Russian 250 45
7295 NVK R.Sakha 22:00 00:00
..... 67 Yakut, Russian 250 45
7295 NVK R.Sakha 00:00 05:00
1 ..... 7 Yakut, Russian 250 45
7295 NVK R.Sakha 03:00 05:00 .23456. Yakut, Russian 250 45
7295 NVK R.Sakha 09:00 12:00 1234567 Yakut, Russian 250 45
7345 NVK R.Sakha 21:00 00:00 12345 .. Yakut, Russian 100 310
7345 NVK R.Sakha 22:00 00:00
..... 67 Yakut, Russian 100 310
7345 NVK R.Sakha 00:00 05:00
1 ..... 7 Yakut, Russian 100 310
7345 NVK R.Sakha 03:00 05:00 .23456. Yakut, Russian 100 310
7345 NVK R.Sakha 09:00 12:00 1234567 Yakut, Russian 100 310
(Russian SWL / DX site)
-----------------------Branch RTRS "RTBC the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) started broadcasting in the HF band in the Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia). Shortwave transmitters will broadcast the radio program NBC "Sakha" on the territory of nearly 2.5 million
square feet. km (78% of the republic). This will listen to the radio outside the settlements.
In video conferencing with the radio station №1 in the House of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), the chairman of the
Government of Sakha (Yakutia) Galina Danchikova and the Minister of Communications and Information Technologies
of RS (Y) Alexander Borisov at the annual gala event in honor of the professional holiday of workers of all branches of
communication allowed Yakutia branch officer RTRS "RTBC the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)" to run short-wave transmitters "Blizzard" and "Thunder". On successful reception of radio executives reported the most remote Arctic ulus - the
first deputy head of the Anabar national (Dolgan-Evenki) ulus (district) Valery Zedgenidze and head Olenek Evenk National District Alexander Ivanov.
According to Galina Danchikova resumption of powerful radio broadcasting was the result of meetings with the population in the government reports. Premier stressed that the resumption of broadcasting shortwave is a landmark for all inhabitants of Yakutia. It will provide information about current events in the country and in the country of the peoples of the
North, leading a traditional nomadic way of life, yakutians engaged in commercial hunting and fishing, the crews of vehicles, ensuring the delivery of vital goods in the Arctic and northern regions.
The “Grom” ("Thunder") the coverage area of the transmitter (frequency broadcasting 7345 kHz (SW-band / SW-range))
are settlements north-western regions of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) - Mirny, Olenek, Zhigansky, Kobyayskiy, Suntar, Nurba, Verkhnevilyuisk, Vilyui , Mountain, Nam and Yakutsk.
The “ Viyuga” ("Blizzard") of the transmitter coverage area (frequency of broadcasting 7295 kHz (SW-band / SWrange)) are settlements north-eastern regions of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) - Abyisky, Bulun, Moma, Ust-Yana,
Allaikhovskiy, Oimyakon, Eveno -Bytantayskogo, Verkhoyansk, Kobyayskiy, Tomponsky, Tatta, Churapchinsky, UstAldan, Verkhnekolymsky, Srednekolymsky, Nizhnekolymsky, Nam - and Yakutsk.
(Russian radio and television) (via RUS-DX #872)
RUSSIA. email from Radio Sakha
On May 7, I emailed a reception report, in Russian (Google translator), to Radio Sakha. May 16 updated that email
with new info about CNR1 now also being on 7345 and causing Radio Sakha QRM.
Response in Russian, in three hours from: Новости НВК Саха <nvk-news @ mail.ru> Google translation:
"Good day! Very glad to see your post on our Radio Sakha. You can also watch the news from the Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia) on our internet portal nvk-online.ru . Thank you."
Very generic, but still nice to get a response from them. (Ron Howard (Calif., USA)
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SWEDEN. Next transmission – July 3rd, 2016
Come to the World Heritage Grimeton Radio Station this
summer, a fantastic site to visit!
The Alexanderson Day will take place on July 3rd (Sunday), 2016. A full day event (detailed schedule will be
posted on this web site about 4 weeks prior to the event)
with many activities in and around the station. Display of
the Alexanderson alternator by people who worked at the
station when it was in operation.
There will also be two occations (morning & afternoon)
of startup and transmission of a message to the world. A
great event!
(http://alexander.n.se/category/nyheter/)
ZAMBIA. 9680.00, May 17 at 0458, very poor S5 signal vs lightning crashes to S9+10 as a storm is about to hit us, and I
still have the main exterior antenna connected. So it`s got to be Voice of Hope Africa, inaugural broadcast as Ray Robinson had predicted. I hear mostly music past 0500, 0505 unreadable announcement.
From 0529 I compare it to 9660, Vatican Radio in Portuguese, which is quite stronger, S7-S8 and readable, but this is
direct from Italy; should compare at 0500-0529 when 9660 VR in English is via Madagascar, 250 kW at 258 degrees.
(VR 9660 is also Vatican at 0300-0500; MAD only at 0500-0529.)
I had reminded the DXLDyg about this event, and it was heard better by Bill Bingham in South Africa, José Miguel Romero2 in Spain using UTwente, and especially Ron Howard in California who clipped it thus: https://goo.gl/miroCB
The schedule is to be: M-F 0500-0800, Sat/Sun 1200-1700, both on 9680. Announcement
says to ``all Africa``, so is it non-direxional? Presumably, altho earlier plans were to use 6
and 4 MHz for closer-in ND coverage, later adding 9 MHz toward West Africa (and us).
As quoted in my previous report: ``Additional times and frequencies will be added in a
few months, as funding permits. Ray.``
From HFCC and Aoki, looks like 9680 will be clear at 05-08, and should be good for
North America from sign-on; the other broadcast overlaps with ChiCom jamming and
Taiwan at 11-14. Otherwise, it might make it to W North America by longpath.
As of latest HFCC file May 11, none of the VOH Zambia frequencies are registered: 4965,
6065, 9680 (tho on 9680 we do find an imaginary RRIndonesia), nor anything on 13 MHz
(Glenn Hauser, OK, DX LISTENING DIGEST)
--------------------------Hi, Glenn and others. A few quick comments about Voice of Hope - Africa. We are currently using the omni antenna
with 9680, intended to provide coverage to Central and Southern Africa. We are needing a part from Continental (they
shipped the wrong one) before we can activate the second transmitter on the 315 degree beam to West Africa.
Because the transmitters have been idle for sometime, we want to wake them up gently. For the 05-08 broadcast on the
17th, we were only running at about 60kW. That will gradually be stepped up. Power shortages and rotating outages are
still a major problem in Zambia, and our genset is not yet serviceable. Thus we are dependent on grid power for the time
being, and our broadcasts my be subject to interruptions beyond our control.
Up until now we have not been represented at HFCC other than by the FCC for KVOH. We plan to change that for the
next meeting.
(Ray Robinson via DXLD.)
USA 12015.005 WHRI replaced 11565 by new 12015 kHz, noted on sidelobe into Europe, only on threshold strength EUR is wrong azimuth direction though ... at 0925 UT on May 15.
(wb df5sx via DXLD)
------------------------USA Frequency change of World Harvest Radio International WHRI Angel 10900-1000 NF 12015 HRI 250 kW 245 deg
to AUS English Sun-Fri, ex11565 (Ivo Ivanov-BUL, hcdx, and GH-OK-USA dxld via wwdxc BC-DX TopNews May 12)
VANUATU 3944 kHz at 0827 UT on April 19, Radio Vanuatu may be using a low powered alternative transmitter on
75 metres as now being heard at weaker level than usual on 3944.21 kHz. Best on LSB to avoid Japan 3945 kHz, first
noted 18 April. Parallel 7259.95 kHz noted at vgd level on 19 April.
(Bryan Clark-NZL, May NZ DX Times direct and via dxld May 4)
Confirming that RVanuatu is off-frequency to the lo side are several
recent reports to the dxld yg by Bryan Clark, Wolfgang Bueschel and
Mauno Ritola putting it on 7259.95, 7259.9555, and 7259.96 kHz; the
75mb frequency as low as 3944.204 kHz. On 7260 kHz one must also
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beware of listed Mongolia at 0655-1500 UT.
Via Mike Terry and Jose Miguel Romero2, RNZI has reported that there is a 100-day plan ending July 1 to return RV to
its "former glory of nationwide coverage" by somehow upgrading shortwave, but a problem is informing the public of the
correct frequencies to tune rather than spotty FM coverage, not to mention using SW receivers at all (WRTH 2016 shows
the national broadcaster has only two low-power MW frequencies, one of which is off, and two even lower-power FMs at
the same locations as MW).
RNZI: "New Zealand radio transmission engineer, Steve White, has made several trips to Vanuatu and other Pacific
countries to help set up transmission equipment. He says the big advantage of short-wave radio is that receivers are extremely cheap to buy. Mr White says the other benefit is that the transmission is capable of covering enormous distances.
STEVE WHITE: From Port Vila you can cover the entire country of Vanuatu, which spans something like 1100 kilometres in a roughly North-South direction, that can't be achieved by any other transmission mode".
(Glenn Hauser-OK-USA, dxld May 4)
VANUATU 7259.960 Radio Vanuatu PBT Port Vila, noted of Brisbane Queensland remote SDR unit monitoring at
0905 UT on May 6, S=9+5dB or -71dBm signal. Mixture of English words talk and like Vernacular/Indian subcontinent
accented immigrants?, talk by two men. Later at 1220 UT was on exect 7259.958 kHz.
(wb, wwdxc BC-DX TopNews May 6)

Other radio news
First test new AirSpy Mini dongle FM DXing and not only
Here my first test with new AirSpy Mini, VHF-UHF SDR dongle, and SDRsharp
software. Great receiver. Really good for FM DXing and but not only:
Radio & Communication Info: AirSpy Mini, prima prova con SDRsharp
(Giampiero Bernardini)

WRTH A16 update
WRTH A16 update, 78 pages in a PDF file can be download from this link:
http://www.wrth.com/_shop/wp-content/uploads/WRTH2016IntRadioSuppl2_A16Schedules.pdf
http://www.wrth.com/_shop/?p=2720
(Manuel Méndez)

BRITISH DX CLUB GUIDES
The club web site includes a number of very useful frequency and country guides compiled by Tony Rogers which have
now been updated for the A16 schedule period. The Africa, Middle East and South Asia guides have also been expanded
recently to include medium wave as well as shortwave. They can be found on the Articles page at
http://www.bdxc.org.uk/articles.html
(May BDXC-UK Communication via DXLD)

Support - Read This
So, every few years I post this link. Before ready too far make sure you have a firm grip on your seat.
https://www.chroniclesofgeorge.com/
Welcome to the Chronicles of George. This web site is a collection of helpdesk tickets from the support database of my
first IT job, written by a person whom I will call George. George is, quite simply, the worst helpdesk technician ever. His
grasp on the written word is shakier than a canoe full of epileptics. His knowledge of computers is thinner than a Vegas
dancer's chiffon underpants. He is, by all standards of intelligence, a rock.
(Simon Brown, GK4ELI http://sdr-radio.com)

BRITISH DX CLUB GUIDES
The club web site includes a number of very useful frequency and country guides compiled by Tony Rogers which have
now been updated for the A16 schedule period. The Africa, Middle East and South Asia guides have also been expanded
recently to include medium wave as well as shortwave. They can be found on the Articles page at
http://www.bdxc.org.uk/articles.html
(May BDXC-UK Communication via DXLD)

2016 EDITION OF THE ENDBH & NANDBH
Hi all, A bit later than usual, but the 2016 edition of the ENDBH & NANDBH handbooks and CDs is finally available!
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This year's ENDBH contains the data of more than 6900 NDBs on 150+ spiral-bound pages in A4 format and the
NANDBH shows the data of more than 5800 NDBs on 130+ pages.
The Google Earth compatible NDB waypoint file on the CD has once again been updated with the latest NDB coordinates
so that you can easily "visit" NDB locations around the globe.
The NDB picture collection has increased to a total of over 320 NDB pictures.
And the NDB sound clip section has grown as well. Latest additions include NDB audio from Southeast Asia - all in all
over 320 NDB sound clips from around the world.
In case you're interested in ordering a handbook or CD for other parts of the world please don't hesitate to ask, I'm able to
produce customized versions for your special needs.
Delivery of the CDs will be via download. If you want a physical copy of the CD please indicate this when ordering.
Prices have been adjusted to reflect the latest changes in postage rates and foreign currency exchange rates. When using
PayPal for payment please add the indicated amount to cover PayPal fees. Please find all relevant details at the following
URL: <http://ndblist.info/beacons/NDBpublications2016.pdf>
Once again I'd like to take this opportunity to thank all DXers who have sent me comments and updates, suggested improvements, pointed out errors, or provided NDB pictures and sound clips etc.
Your continued support is really appreciated :-) vy 73 + gd DX, (Michael Oexner-D, ENDBH & NANDBH editor, May
3, <http://ndbchangeblog.blogspot.com> MWCircle yg direct and via dxld)
(WORLDWIDE DX CLUB Top News #1253 May 21st, 2016)

SAVING RADIO HISTORY
From Australia SAM DELLIT reports that he has been scanning the ERNIE MOORE
collection of some 630 QSL cards and letters which he holds in trust for the former DX
Australia club.
You can view the scans at:
https://onedrive.live.com/redir?resid=57BF270CF7D61DCE!7073&authkey=!AOFnF_e
cuoHtA4c&ithint=folder%2c
Refer the QSL collections folder. Remaining to be done are about 50 utility QSLs and
100 amateur QSLs, together with about 150 programme schedules and station brochures.
The separate Station Books folder holds scans of all the Australian P&T Department,
DoC, DoTaC, ABA and ACMA station books 1979-2016). The spreadsheet is an index
and will allow easy selecting and sorting. Sam says that Ernie was born in 1916 and died
in 1982. His name will be familiar to our older members as he was a DX League member
and attended a number of League conventions in the 1970s
(Sam Dellit via ICDX Yahoo Group via May NZ DX Times via DXLD)

ERNIE MOORE QSL COLLECTION STATUS REPORT
Thanks to the long weekend, I have now finished scanning all the MW and SW broadcast QSLs (about 630, over 1200
scans). These are being uploaded to the cloud as I type this (sorry, it's 2+ GB, all hi res 600dpi, only lightly compressed).
Remaining to be done are about 50 utility QSLs and 100 amateur QSLs, together with about 150 program schedules and
station brochures.
Should all be complete in 2 / 3 weeks, all going well. I will try to gather a little data on his personal and DX life, to go
with the collection. Club magazines should be very helpful.
Albert Ernest (Ernie) Moore was born in 1916, never married, and passed in 1982. I believe he was a member of the LDS.
He had no children and only one sibling, a brother Arch. Per the collection, he was DXing from at least 1940, was involved with the WIA Qld as secretary in the late 50s, obtaining his novice callsign (to his great delight) in the early 1970s.
Membership certificates in his collection include: NZ DX Club, NZ Radio and Hobbies Club, NZDXRL, ARDXC,
SCDXC, DXA, Sydney DX Club, All World All Wave DX Club, Australian DX Club (Listener In), Victory Club,
NNRC.
I recall that for several years after Ernie's passing, his sister-in-law continued as a member of ARDXC or DXA. In the
process of scanning the QSLs, I was fascinated to see a note on a QSL from WDSU New Orleans in 1946, that they had
received 40 reception reports from Australia.
Comment (1): I had no idea that NA MW DX was so prolific in Australia in those days, East Coast graveyarders, I thought impossible.
Comment (2): All the WDSU QSLs would have been part of serious QSL collections, but have any of these survived? Is
the destruction rate in excess of 98%? Sad 73s GD DX de
(Sam Dellit, ICDX Mailing List via May Australian DX News via DXLD)
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New Summer 2016 International Shortwave Broadcast Guide Now Available
Teak Publishing is pleased to announce the release of the Summer 2016 International Shortwave Broadcast Guide
(ISWBG) electronic book by Amazon bestselling author Gayle Van Horn, W4GVH. This all important semi-annual information resource is your electronic guide to the world of shortwave radio listening.
Shortwave radio listeners are routinely entertained with unique perspectives to events, music, culture, history, and news
from other countries that you won't see or hear on your local or national broadcast channels. Shortwave radio broadcast
aren't restricted by country borders or oceans, and can propagate thousands of miles, reaching millions of listeners
worldwide, in over 300 different languages and dialects. These worldwide transmissions are monitored on internationally
assigned radio frequencies between 1700 kHz and 30 MHz.
There are even broadcasts from the dark side, transmitted from broadcasters known as clandestine or clanny stations.
Clandestine broadcasters are wrapped in mystery and intrigue, and they usually exist to bring about some sort of political
change to the country they are targeting. Programming may largely be half-truths or sometimes even outright lies, but it is
essentially propaganda for their cause.
Listeners who live in the United States can easily hear shortwave broadcast stations from Australia, Canada, China, Cuba,
Egypt, France, Germany, India, Iran, Japan, New Zealand, North/South Korea, Saudi Arabia, Taiwan, Turkey, United
Kingdom, United States, Vietnam, and many other counties if you have an inexpensive shortwave radio receiver, and you
know when and where to listen!
If you want to get in on the action, then this Amazon electronic book is your ticket the travel the world via radio. The
ISWBG is a 24-hour station/frequency guide to "all" of the known longwave and shortwave radio stations currently
broadcasting at time of publication. This unique radio hobby resource is the "only" radio hobby publication that has byhour station schedules that include all language services, frequencies and world target areas.
New In this sixth edition of the ISWBG is a lead story on clandestine broadcast and broadcasters with the latest schedules
and frequencies you need to hear these intriguing transmissions. There is also an expanded special feature on Who's Who
in the shortwave radio spectrum. This story covers services and frequencies outside the regular broadcast and amateur
radio bands, and includes our new, exclusive Hot HF 1000+ non-broadcast frequency list.
Also new in this edition is increased frequency and station coverage of longwave broadcasters, selected medium wave
broadcast frequencies used by international broadcasters, and all known international standard time and frequency stations transmitting worldwide.
The International Shortwave Broadcast Guide (Summer 2016 edition) is now available for purchase worldwide from
Amazon.com at <http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01FV3FL72/>
The price for this latest edition is US$6.49. Since this book is being released internationally, Amazon customers in the
United Kingdom, Germany, France Spain, Italy, Japan, India, Canada, Brazil, Mexico and Australia can order this electronic book (e-Book) from Amazon websites directly servicing these countries. All other countries can use the regular
Amazon.com website.
This new e-publication edition is a much expanded version of the English shortwave broadcast guide that was formerly
published in the pages of the former Monitoring Times magazine for well over 20 years. This one of a kind e-book is
published twice a year to correspond with shortwave station's seasonal time and frequency changes.
Don't own a Kindle from Amazon? Not a problem. You do not need to own a Kindle to read Amazon e-book publications. You can read any Kindle book with Amazon's free reading apps on literally any electronic media platform.
The Kindle app is available for most major smartphones, tablets and computers. There is a Kindle app available for the
iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch; Android Phone; Android Tablet; PC; Windows 8; Mac Kindle Cloud Reader; Windows
Phone; Samsung; BlackBerry 10; BlackBerry; amd WebOS. This means with a free Kindle reading apps, you can buy a
Kindle book once, and read it on any device with the Kindle app installed*. You can also read that same Kindle book on a
Kindle device if you own one.
You can find additional details on these apps by checking out this link to the Amazon website at
<www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html?ie=UTF8&docId=1000493771>
For additional information on this and other Teak Publishing radio hobby books, monitor the company sponsored Internet
blogs The Military Monitoring Post <http://mt-milcom.blogspot.com/>
The Btown Monitor Post <http://monitor-post.blogspot.com/>
and The Shortwave Central <http://mt-shortwave.blogspot.com/>
for availability of additional e-books that are currently in production.
You can learn more about the author by going to her author page on Amazon at <http://www.amazon.com/Gayle-VanHorn/e/B0084MVQCM/>
The International Shortwave Broadcast Guide will have wide appeal to shortwave radio hobbyists, amateur radio operators, educators, foreign language students, news agencies, news buffs, or anyone interested in listening to a global view of
news and major events as they happen.
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Whether you are an amateur radio operator or shortwave radio enthusiasts, and want to get in on the action outside of the
ham bands, then this new electronic book from Teak Publishing is a must in your radio reference library.
Whether you are an amateur radio operator or shortwave radio enthusiasts, and want to get in on the action outside of the
ham bands, then this new electronic book from Teak Publishing is a must in your radio reference library. Here are a few
of the public comments from radio hobbyists who purchased previous editions of this Amazon e-book.
Teak Publishing Company, P.O. Box 297, Brasstown NC 28902 USA, 18 May 2016
(WORLDWIDE DX CLUB Top News #1253 May 21st, 2016)

Dagens garagefynd. Från Kaj Larssons samling, hittade i garaget!
(Skannade av Kaj Larsson via Svensk DX-Historia)
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